The role of edge-based and surface-based information in natural scene categorization: evidence from behavior and event-related potentials. Consciousness and Cognition, A fundamental question in vision research is whether visual recognition is determined by 24 edge-based information (e.g., edge, line, and conjunction) or surface-based information (e.g., 25 color, brightness, and texture). To investigate this question, we manipulated the stimulus onset 26 asynchrony (SOA) between the scene and the mask in a backward masking task of natural scene 27 categorization. The behavioral results showed that correct classification was higher for line-28 drawings than for color photographs when the SOA was 13 ms, but lower when the SOA was 29 longer. The ERP results revealed that most latencies of early components were shorter for the 30 line-drawings than for the color photographs, and the latencies gradually increased with the SOA 31 for the color photographs but not for the line-drawings. The results provide new evidence that 32 edge-based information is the primary determinant of natural scene categorization, receiving 33 priority processing; by contrast, surface information takes longer to facilitate natural scene 34 categorization. 35 
Introduction 39
Humans have a remarkable ability to categorize natural scenes quickly and accurately. The 40 human brain needs only approximately 150 ms to decide whether a color photograph, flashed for 41 20 ms, contains animals or vehicles (Rousselet et scene categorization takes place in the human brain. 46 A recent fMRI study found that line-drawings generated similar neural activation as color 47 photographs in the parahippocampal place area (PPA) and the retrosplenial cortex (RSC), which 48 suggests that the human visual system uses schematic representations with content that is 49 analogous to simple line-drawings, to encode and process statistical regularities in a scene 50 (Walther et al., Chai, Caddigan, Beck, & Fei-Fei, 2011) . This finding has provided new evidence 51 for an edge-based theory that assumes that edge-based representations are sufficient for object 52 recognition and that surface characteristics such as color, brightness, and texture are less efficient 53 routes for accessing the memorial representation (Biederman, 1987; Bieiderman & Ju, 1988) . 54 Indeed, some studies have found that surface gradients such as color changes had little influence 55 on object classification and identification (e.g., Bieiderman & Ju, 1988; Cave, Bost, & Cobbet al., , 56 1996; Joseph & Proffitt, 1996) or even impaired object classification (e.g., Gagnier & Intraub, 57 2012). For example, Bieiderman and Ju (1998) demonstrated that the reaction times and error 58 provide simultaneous routes for basic-level categorization. This perspective has received support 69 from other studies (e.g., Tanaka of common food items when there was no time limit on the stimulus presentation (Wurm et al., 72 1993) . 73 Interestingly, Laws and Hunter (2006) did not find a significant difference in the accuracy 74 between the objects in color photographs and line-drawings with a 20-ms presentation of each 75 image, which is consistent with the findings of Bieiderman and Ju (1988), but a marginally 76 significant advantage for color photographs over line-drawings was found (p = .07) with a 1000-77 ms presentation of each image, which is principally consistent with the findings of Wurm et al. 78 (1993) . A comparison of the above studies also reveals that most of the studies in support of the 79 5 edge-based theory limited the presentation times or processing duration to a very short time, 80 while there was no time limit or a long processing time in the study that supported the surface-81 based theory. Thus, we predict that the stimulus presentation or processing duration could 82 modulate the role of the surface information in scene perception. Specifically, if the processing 83 duration is long enough, then the surface information should facilitate the recognition; however, if 84 the processing duration is extremely short, then surface information could even impair 85 recognition performance if edge-based information is thereby harder to extract. If the latter 86 occurs, then the result will provide new evidence for edge-based information receiving priority 87 processing. 88 The purpose of the present study was to address this issue by adopting event-related 89 potentials (ERPs) in a backward masking task of categorizing natural scenes. To manipulate the 90 processing duration, a backward masking paradigm was adopted in the present ERP study, in 91 which the stimulus duration was constant but the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) between the 92 image and mask was varied. Backward masking is useful in investigating the time course of 93 information processing in the visual system in that it allows processing to be interrupted at 94 different times (Bacon-Macé, Macé recorded by fMRI increase and so does the ERP differential activity, roughly between 150 and 100 account. However, although the stimulus presentation in this study was 100 ms, they used a long 143 variable SOA of 1500 to 1800 ms. Because no masks were used to interrupt the processing, there 144 was sufficient time to process the image fully. Moreover, their concern was the role of color in 145 natural scene categorization, and thus, they did not answer how edge-based and surface-based 146 information contributes to natural scene categorization. The role of edge-based and surface-based 147 information and its interaction with the processing duration in scene recognition remains an open 148 question. 149 In addition, all of the above ERP studies used a go/no-go paradigm, during which people 150 first made a decision about whether the image contained animals or vehicles and then performed 151 the go or no-go reaction. Because the targets and distracters belonged to different categories, the 152 differential activity between the targets and distracters might have reflected a difference in either 153 a high-level property such as the category or a low-level property such as the contrast (Rousselett 154 & Pernet, 2011). To avoid this ambiguity, we used a forced-choice rather than go/no-go task and 155 compared the differential activity between incorrect and correct trials. Because there were 156 incorrect and correct trials for each category, the analysis of the differential activity according to 157 the correctness should reflect how people correctly categorize scenes. Second, because the targets 158 and distracters require different responses in the go/no-go task, the differential activity between 159 the targets and distracters could result from either different decision-making processes or different 160 preparations for reactions. To dissociate the reaction preparations from the decision-making 161 processes, the locations of six category names were randomly assigned on each trial, and a blank 162 was displayed for 500 ms before the presentation of the category names (see Figure 1 ). 163 9 2. Experimental procedures 164
Participants 165
Twenty-two undergraduate and graduate students (11 male, 11 female), aged 19-29 years (M 166 = 21.82, SD = 2.34), voluntarily took part in this experiment and were paid for their attendance. 167 All of them had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and gave the written informed consent. 168 None of them had any history of neurological or psychiatric diseases. This experiment was 169 conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the committee for 170 the protection of subjects at the Institute of Psychology, Chinese Academy of Sciences. 171
Materials 172
Color photographs and line-drawings of six natural scene categories (beaches, city streets, 173 forests, highways, mountains and offices) were adopted as stimuli, which were first used by 174 Walther et al. (2011) 1 . Each category had 76 to 80 different images, for a total of 475. Each image 175 had two versions: one was a color photograph, and the other was a line-drawing. The line-176 drawings were produced by trained artists by tracing the contours in the color photographs (see 177 Walther et al., 2011) . All of the images were resized to 320 * 240 pixels. Two white noise images 178 at two different spatial scales were generated as masks: one was generated at the resolutions of 179 320*240, and the other was generated at the resolutions of 20*15 and then resized to 320 * 240 180 pixels. Each mask also had two versions: one in color, the other in grayscale. The experiment was 181 carried out on a CRT monitor with a resolution of 1280 * 768 pixels, a mean luminance of 50.6 182 cd/m 2 , and a refresh rate of 75 Hz. The images of six natural scene categories were presented on a 183 silver gray background with a mean luminance of 27.4 cd/m 2 . 184
Procedure 185
The participants were seated in an electrically shielded, dimly lit and sound-attenuated room. 186 The images of six natural scene categories were presented on a monitor with a resolution of 1280 187 * 768 pixels and a refresh rate of 75 Hz. The distance from the participants' eyes to the center of 188 the screen was approximately 60 cm when they sat straight in the chair, and no chinrest was used. 189
Each image was approximately 8.70 degree wide and 8.19 degree high. The participants were 190 tested for 10 blocks, for a total of 950 trials. At the beginning of each trial, a black fixation cross 191 was presented on a neutral grey silver gray background in the center of the screen for 500-950 ms 192 at random (see Figure 1 ). Then, an image was flashed for 13 ms, which was followed by two 193 masks 2 . Each mask was shown for 50 ms, for a total of 100 ms. The sequence of the two masks 194 was randomly assigned on each trial. After the masks, there was a blank of 500 ms. The stimulus 195 onset asynchrony (SOA) between the image and the mask was 13, 27, 40 or 213 ms, at random. 196 After the blank, six category names appeared on the screen from left to right, for which the 197 locations corresponded to the keys D, F, G, H, J, and K on the keyboard. On each trial, the 198 locations of the six category names were randomly assigned, and thus, the participants would not 199 prepare their response before its appearance and no response bias toward a favored location 200 would contaminate the results 3 (Loschky, Ringer, Ellis, & Hansen, 2015) . The participants were 201 forced to make a choice among the six categories by pressing the corresponding key, and there 202 was no time limit for them to make the choice. There was no feedback about the correctness of 203 their response. After their response, they were further asked to report "how clearly did you see the 204 image" with four possible responses from left to right on a perceptual awareness scale (PAS), by 205 pressing the corresponding key. Then, the participants were asked to press the space key to begin 206 the next trial when they were ready. In each block, half of the images were color photographs, and 207 half were line-drawings, with equal trials in each category and each SOA. There was at least a 30-208 second rest between any two blocks. 209
EEG recording and analysis 210
The EEG was recorded from 64 scalp sites using Ag-AgCl electrodes in an elastic cap 211 according to the International 10-20 system. The vertical and horizontal EOG were recorded with 212 two pairs of electrodes placed 1 cm above and below one eye and 1 cm lateral from the outer 213 canthi of both eyes. The left mastoid was used as an on-line reference, and the algebraic average 214 of the left and right mastoids was used as an off-line re-reference. The EEG and EOG signals 215 were amplified by a NeuroScan Synamps amplifier with a band pass of 0.05-100 Hz and 216 digitized at 500 Hz. The impedance of the electrodes was maintained below 5 kΩ. EEG data were 217 low-pass filtered with a cutoff frequency at 30 Hz and averaged offline for epochs of 800 ms, 218 starting 100 ms prior to the stimulus onset and ending 700 ms afterward. A baseline correction 219 was performed for each epoch using the 100 ms before the presentation of each image. Trials with 220 artifacts that were determined by a criterion of 80 µV were rejected offline, which amounted to 221 only 2.6% of the trials. 222 The ERPs were first averaged separately across correct and incorrect trials for each type of 223 image and SOA for each subject. The SOA of 213 ms was not included because of having an 224 insufficient number of incorrect trials for the ERP average. In the statistical analysis of the ERP 225 data, we focused on the peak latencies and amplitudes of the posterior P1 (80-160 ms) and N1 226 (130-210 ms) and anterior P2 (140-240 ms) and the mean amplitudes of the posterior P2 (210-227 260 ms) and anterior N2 (220-320 ms), P3 (370-420 ms), and N4 (420-520 ms). The time 228 windows were chosen because they best captured the differences among the different conditions 229 and were relatively free from overlap with adjacent ERPs. Based on previous studies (e.g., Key non-significant results were interpreted with Bayes factors. P-values by themselves 240 cannot discriminate insensitive data from support for the null hypothesis, whereas Bayes factors 241 make that distinction. More specifically, when using the Bayes factor, B, to compare an 242 alternative hypothesis (H1) against the null hypothesis (H0), if B is greater than 3, then there is 243 substantial evidence for H1 over H0; if B is less than 1/3, then there is substantial evidence for 244 H0 over H1; and if B is between 3 and 1/3, then the data do not discriminate H0 from H1 (Dienes, 245 2011 Figure 2A shows the accuracy rate for color photographs and line-drawings for each SOA. 254 Because the task was to make a choice among the six categories, the chance probability is 0.17. 255 The accuracy for the color photograph trials was significantly better than chance for each SOA 256 [SOA = 13 ms: t (21) = 11.08, p < .001, dz = 2.36; SOA = 27 ms: t (21) = 14.51, p < .001, dz = surface information in natural scene categorization is modulated by the processing duration. A 274 lower performance for the color photograph trials than for the line-drawing trials when SOA was 275 13 ms revealed that surface-based information could impair recognition performance when the 276 processing time was extremely limited, providing evidence for edge-based information receiving 277 priority processing. 278 To further examine the contribution of surface-based and edge-based information to 279 accuracy, we took the accuracy difference between the color photograph trials and the line-280 drawing trials as the accuracy contributed by surface properties and took the accuracy difference 281 between the line-drawing trials and chance level (i.e., .17) as the accuracy contributed by edge-282 based features (see Figure 2B ). A repeated ANOVA with the contribution of different types of 283 information and SOA as within-subject factors revealed that overall the accuracy contributed by 284 edge-based information was much larger than that contributed by surface-based information [.04 285 ± .01 vs. .45 ± .02, F (1, 21) = 191.36, p < .001, ŋp 2 = .90], the accuracy contributed by edge-286 based and surface-based information increased with SOA [F (1, 21) = 212.77, p < .001, ŋp 2 = .91], 287 and the increase with SOA was influenced by the contribution type [F (1, 21) = 34.93, p < .001, ŋp 288 2 = .63]. Further analysis revealed that the accuracy contributed by the edge-based information 289 was much larger than that contributed by the surface-based information for each SOA [SOA = 13 290 ms: -.04 ± .02 vs. .27 ± .03, t (21) = 8.01, p < .001, dz = 1.71; SOA = 27 ms: .06 ± .02 vs. .38 291 ± .03, t (21) = 8.24, p < .001, dz = 1.76; SOA = 40 ms: .08 ± .02 vs. .47 ± .03, t (21) = 9.81, p 292 < .001, dz = 2.09; SOA = 213 ms: .07 ± .01 vs. .67 ± .01, t (21) = 25.39, p < .001, dz = 5.41]. 293 Interestingly, the contribution of edge-based information gradually and significantly increased 294 with SOA (all ps < .001), whereas the contribution of surface-based information increased from 295 SOA of 13 ms to SOA of 27 ms [-.04 ± .02 vs. .06 ± .02, t (21) = 5.17, p < .001, dz = 1.10], but 296 there were no significant difference among SOAs of 27, 40, and 213 ms (all ps > .34). The results 297 indicated that the edge-based information plays a primary role and the surface-based information 298 a secondary role in natural scene categorization. 299 Finally, we calculated the average awareness score for each SOA of color photographs and 300 line-drawings (see Figure 2C ). When SOA was 13 ms, the awareness scores were significantly 301 above 1 (no experience) for both types of images [color photographs: t (21) = 8.97, p < .001, dz = 302 1.91; line-drawings: t (21) = 9.14, p < .001, dz = 1.95], but were not significantly different from 2 303 16 (brief glimpse) [color photographs: t (21) = -.61, p = .55; line-drawings: t (21) = -.21, p = .83]. 304 When SOA was 27 ms, the awareness score for color photographs was significantly above 2 305 (weak glimpse) [t (21) = 3.38, p < .01, dz = .72], but significantly below 3 (almost clear 306 experience) [t (21) = -5.45, p < .001, dz = 1.12]; the awareness score for line-drawings was not 307 significantly above 2 (weak glimpse) [t (21) = 1.70, p = .10], and significantly below 3 (almost 308 clear experience) [t (21) = -7.32, p < .001]. When the SOA was 40 ms, the awareness score for 309 both types of images were significantly above 2 (weak glimpse) [color photographs: t (21) = 5.68, 310 p < .001, dz = 1.21; line-drawings: t (21) = 3.71, p = .001, dz = .79], but significantly below 3 311 (almost clear experience) [color photographs: t (21) = -2.62, p < .05, dz = .56; line-drawings: t 312 (21) = -4.88, p < .001, dz = 1.04]. When the SOA was 213 ms, the awareness score for color 313 photographs was significantly above 3 (almost clear experience) [t (21) = 4.29, p < .001, dz 314 = .91], but significantly below 4 (clear experience) [t (21) = -6.48, p < .001, dz = 1.38]; the 315 awareness score for line-drawings was not significantly above 3 (almost clear experience) [t (21) 316 = .85, p = .40], and significantly below 4 (clear experience) [t (21) = -9.23, p < .001, dz = 1.97]. 317 That is, participants reported having experience below "almost clear experience" for both types of 318 images when SOA were 13, 27, and 40 ms, and having mainly "almost clear experience" only 319 when SOA was 213 ms. 320
ERP results 321
The ERP data of the color photographs and line-drawings in both the correct and incorrect 322 trials at the occipital sites (CB1, O1, Oz, O2, and CB2) and fronto-central sites (F3, Fz, F4, FC3, 323 FCz, FC4, C3, Cz, and C4) were analyzed when the SOA was 13, 27, and 40 ms. The SOA of 324 SOA, and correctness as within-subject factors were performed over the latencies or amplitudes 329 of each component. To demonstrate the different time courses of the natural scene categorization 330 of the color photographs and line-drawings, we reported only two-way interactions between the 331 type of image and the SOA and between the type of image and the correctness. Finally, we will 332 explore the relationship between the behavioral accuracy and ERP effects by using regression 333 analysis. 334 3.2.1 Posterior P1, N1, and P2 effects 335 Figure 3 shows ERP data at the occipital electrode sites, in which the ERP waveforms were 336 computed over the group of occipital electrodes (CB1, O1, Oz, O2, and CB2), which was 337 representative of the topography of each component. Figure 4 shows the latencies or amplitudes 338 of the posterior P1, N1, and P2 under each condition. Table 1 summarizes the significant results 339 of the three-way repeated ANOVAs that were performed over the latencies or amplitudes of the 340 posterior P1, N1, and P2. 341
Peak latencies of the posterior P1 and N1. For the P1 peak latencies, there was only a 342 significant SOA by the type of image interaction. As shown in Figure 4 , consistent with the edge-343 based theory, the P1peak latency was significantly shorter for the line-drawing trials than for the 344 color photograph trials when SOA was 40 ms [122.61 ± 3.43 ms vs. 115.19 ± 3.30 ms, t (21) = 345 significantly shorter for the color photograph trials than for the line-drawing trials when SOA was 347 13 ms [110.61 ± 2.19 ms vs. 116.29 ± 2.67 ms, t (21) = -2.22, p < .05, dz = .47], and there were 348 no significant differences between the color photograph trials and the line-drawing trials when 349 SOA was 27 ms [118.43 ± 2.57 ms vs. 118.45 ± 3.07 ms, t (21) = -.01, p = .99]. However, more 350 importantly, the P1 peak latency significantly increased with the SOA only for the color 351 photograph trials (ps < .05) but not for the line-drawing trials (ps > .12). To interpret the latter 352 non-significant results, Bayes factors were used (Dienes, 2011) . Nothing at all follows from a 353 non-significant result in itself, but a Bayes factor (B) can indicate substantial evidence for the null 354 hypothesis (B < 1/3), that the data are insensitive (1/3 < B < 3), or substantial evidence for the 355 alternative (B > 3). Because the linear trend was significantly greater for the color photograph 356 trials than for the line-drawing trials, the alternative hypothesis for the line-drawing trials can be 357 represented as being uniform between 0 and the maximum provided by the linear trend estimated 358 for the color photograph trials. For the P1 latencies, the linear trend for the line-drawing trials was 359 -1 ms (SE = 2 ms); using the uniform range [0, 12] to represent the alternative (where 12 was the 360 linear trend for color photographs) yields B = 0.15. In other words, there is substantial evidence 361 for the null hypothesis of no linear trend in the P1 latencies for the line-drawing trials over the 362 alternative. Thus, the results indicated that shorter SOA was sufficient for extracting information 363 from line-drawings rather than color photographs, which was principally consistent with the 364 hypothesis of the edge-based theory. 365 For the N1 peak latencies, there was a significant type of image by SOA interaction. As 366 shown in Figure 4 , consistent with the edge-based theory, there was significantly shorter N1 peak 367 latency for the line-drawing trials than for the color photograph trials when SOA was 27 and 40 368 ms [SOA = 27 ms: 172.39 ± 1.87 ms vs. 162.20 ± 2.20 ms, t (21) = 5.37, p < .001, dz = 1.15; 369 SOA = 40 ms: 180.49 ± 1.85 ms vs. 161.21 ± 3.46 ms, t (21) = 5.70, p < .001, dz = 1.21], but 370 there were no significant differences on the N1 peak latency between color photograph trials and 371 line-drawing trials when SOA was 13 ms [162.93 ± 1.78 ms vs. 159.74 ± 2.54 ms, t (21) = 1.55, p 372 = .14]. However, more importantly, the N1 peak latency significantly increased with SOA for the 373 color photograph trials (ps < .05) but not for the line-drawing trials (ps > .17). Similarly, the 374 linear trend was 1 ms (SE = 3.5 ms) for the line-drawing trials; using the uniform [0, 18] to 375 represent the alternative (where 18 was the linear trend for the color photographs) yields B = 0.31, 376 which is also substantial evidence for the null hypothesis. The results confirmed that shorter SOA 377 was sufficient for extracting information from line-drawings rather than color photographs, which 378 was substantially consistent with the edge-based theory. 379 In addition, the type of image by correctness interaction was also significant. The N1 peak 380 latency was significantly shorter for the incorrect than correct trials for the color photograph trials 381 [168.87 ± 1.64 ms vs. 175.01 ± 2.03 ms, t (21) = -4.10, p = .001, dz = .87], but not for the line-382 drawing trials [162.19 ± 2.41 ms vs. 159.91 ± 2.59 ms, t (21) = 1.77, p = .09]. That is, the N1 383 peak latency was related to correct classification for color photographs. 384 Amplitudes of the posterior P1, N1, and P2. For the posterior P1 peak amplitudes, there was 385 a significant type of image by SOA interaction. For both types of images, the P1 amplitude 386 significantly increased from a SOA of 13 to a SOA of 27 [color photographs: 2.77 ± .39 μV vs. 387 20 3.58 ± .45 μV, t (21) = -2.90, p < .01, dz = .62; line-drawings: 1.65 ± .40 μV vs. 2.28 ± .51 μV, t 388 (21) = -2.56, p < .05, dz = .55], but not from a SOA of 27 to a SOA of 40 (ps > .29). The 389 interaction of the type of image by correctness also reached significance. For the color 390 photographs, the P1 amplitude was significantly larger for correct than incorrect trials for the 391 color photographs [3.54 ± .41 μV vs. 3.22 ± .44 μV, t (21) = 3.51, p < .01, dz = .75], but the P1 392 amplitude was marginally significantly smaller for the correct than the incorrect trials for the line-393 drawings [1.73 ± .49 μV vs. 2.08 ± .44 μV, t (21) = -2.04, p = .054, dz = .43]. That is, incorrect 394 classification was related to different P1 effects for color photographs and line-drawings. 395 For the posterior N1 peak amplitudes, there was a significant type of image by correctness 396 interaction. The N1 effect was significantly larger for the incorrect than correct trials for the color 397 difference for SOA of 13 ms was -.03μV (SE = .37), using the uniform [-1.86, 0] to represent the 405 alternative (where -1.86 was the difference for SOA of 40) yields B = 0.27, which is substantial 406 evidence for the null hypothesis. Thus, the results suggested that N1 was related to correct 407 classification of color photographs when SOA was longer than 13 ms. 408 For the posterior P2 amplitudes, there was a significant type of image by SOA interaction. 409 The posterior P2 amplitude was significantly larger for the line-drawing trials than for the color 410 photograph trials for each SOA (ps < .001), while the P2 amplitude significantly decreased with 411 the SOA for both types of images (ps < .001). The interaction of the type of image and 412 correctness was also significant. For color photographs, the P2 amplitude was significantly larger 413 for incorrect than correct trials [2.68 ± .41 μV vs. 1.82 ± .36 μV, t (21) = 3.96, p = .001, dz = .84] 414 but not for the line-drawings [4.15 ± .36 μV vs. 4.33 ± .35 μV, t (21) = 1.55, p = .14]. That is, the 415 posterior P2 amplitude was related to correct classification for color photographs. 416 3.2.2 Anterior P2, N2, P3 and N4 effects 417 Figure 5 shows the ERP data at the fronto-central electrode sites, at which the ERP 418 waveforms were computed over the group of fronto-central electrodes (F3, Fz, F4, FC3, FCz, 419 FC4, C3, Cz, and C4), which were representative of the topography of each component. Figure 6  420 shows the latencies or amplitudes of the anterior P2, N2, P3 and N4 under each condition. Table 2  421 summarizes the significant results of the three-way repeated ANOVAs that were performed over 422 the latencies or amplitudes of the anterior P2, N2, P3 and N4. 423 Peak latencies of the anterior P2. For the anterior P2 peak latencies, there was a significant 424 type of image by SOA interaction. As shown in Figure 6 , consistent with the edge-based theory, 425 there was significantly shorter anterior P2 peak latency for the line-drawing trials than for the 426 color photograph trials for all SOAs [SOA = 13 ms: 176.39 ± 3.72 ms vs. 171.19 ± 4.44 ms, t (21) 427 = 2.13, p < .05, dz = .45; SOA = 27 ms: 181.97 ± 3.40 ms vs. 171.81 ± 4.45 ms, t (21) = 3.02, p 428 < .01, dz = .64; SOA = 40 ms: 193.01 ± 3.93 ms vs. 171.25 ± 4.46 ms, t (21) = 6.02, p < .001, dz 429 = 1.28]. Importantly, the P2 peak latency significantly increased with the SOA for the color 430 photograph trials (ps < .05) but not for the line-drawing trials (ps > .84). Similarly, the linear 431 trend was 0 ms (SE = 3.8 ms) for the line-drawings; using the uniform [0, 17] to represent the 432 alternative (where 17 was the linear trend for the color photographs) yields B = 0.28, which is 433 also substantial evidence for the null hypothesis. Thus, consistent with the results of posterior P1 434 and N1latencies, the results of anterior P2 latencies provided strong evidence for the edge-based 435 theory. 436 In addition, the type of image by correctness interaction was significant. The P2 peak latency 437 was significantly shorter in incorrect than correct trials for the color photographs [176.62 ± 2.57 438 ms vs. 190.95 ± 4.85 ms, t (21) = -4.16, p < .001, dz = .89], but not for the line-drawings [172.07 439 ± 3.93 ms vs. 170.76 ± 4.53 ms, t (21) = -.51, p = .62]. The anterior P2 latency difference between 440 the color photograph trials and line-drawing trials was similar to the posterior N1 peak latency. 441
Peak amplitudes of the anterior P2. For the anterior P2 peak amplitudes, there was a 442 significant type of image by correctness interaction. The anterior P2 peak amplitude was 443 significantly larger for incorrect than correct trials only for the color photographs [6.53 ± .80 μV 444 vs. 5.62 ± .68 μV, t (21) = 2.87, p < .01, dz = .61] but not for the line-drawings [4.45 ± .72 μV vs. 445 4.29 ± .73 μV, t (21) = .65, p = .53].Moreover, for both correct and incorrect trials, the anterior P2 446 amplitude was significantly larger for the color photograph trials than for the line-drawing trials 447 (ps < .01). That is, the anterior P2 amplitude difference between the incorrect and correct trials 448 was similar to the posterior P2, while the anterior P2 amplitude difference between the color 449 photographs and line-drawings was opposite to the posterior P2. 450 significantly decreased effects of N2, P3, and N4 (all ps < .05), while incorrect trials of both types 455 of images elicited significantly greater N2 but smaller N4 effects (both ps < .05). The results 456 indicated that the later components varied with the SOA and correctness similarly for the two 457 types of images. 458
The relationship between the behavioral accuracy and ERP effects 459
To further explore the relationship between the accuracy rates and latencies or the 460 amplitudes of the ERP components, the accuracy rates were stepwise regressed on the incorrect-461 correct difference for the latencies or amplitudes of all of the components (i.e., incorrect minus 462 correct latency or amplitude of each component averaged over the SOAs) separately for the color 463 photographs and line-drawings. For the color photographs, this step revealed a relationship 464 between the accuracy rates and peak latencies of the anterior P2 which reached only marginal 465 significance, F (1, 20) = 4.04, p = .058, R 2 = .17. For the line-drawings, this step revealed two 466 significant models: (1) the amplitude differences of the anterior N2 significantly predicted the 467 accuracy rates, F (1, 20) = 5.78, p = .026, R 2 = .22; (2) the amplitude differences of the anterior 468 N2 and P2 significantly predicted the accuracy rates, F (2, 19) = 7.99, p = .003, R 2 = .46. Thus, 469 the anterior P2 latency appears to be an indicator of the accuracy for the color photographs, while 470 the anterior N2 and P2 amplitudes appear to be indicators of the accuracy for the line-drawings. 471
Discussion 472
Our behavioral results showed that the correct classification was higher for the color 473 photograph trials than for the line-drawing trials when the SOA was longer than 13 ms, but 474 crucially, it was lower when the SOA was 13 ms. These results reconcile the apparently 475 contradictory empirical findings of Bieiderman and Ju (1988) with those of Wurm et al. (1993) 476 and Goffaux et al. (2005) , and are consistent with our prediction that the role of surface 477 information is modulated by the processing duration. Specifically, when the processing time was 478 extremely limited, the color and other surface properties impaired rather than improved the 479 performance on the color photograph trials; even when the processing time was longer, the 480 contribution of the surface-based information to accuracy was very limited and much smaller than 481 that of the edge-based information. The results provided new behavioral evidence for the edge-482 based theory which assumes that the edge-based information determines primarily performance in 483 visual recognition and gets priority processing. 484 Importantly, if edge-based information receives the first analysis and the surface-based 485 information is analyzed as the second route for recognition, then we predict that the latencies of 486 early components that are sensitive to elemental features of stimuli would be faster for the line-487 drawing trials than for the color photograph trials. Previous studies revealed that the posterior P1 488 is the first component that indicates the spatial selective attention and the posterior N1 and the 489 anterior P2 are associated with feature detection or integration (Hillyard & Münte, 1984; Luck & 490 Hillyard, 1994). Thus, we analyzed the peak latencies of the posterior P1, N1, and the anterior P2 491 components. Consistent with the prediction, our ERP results revealed that most latencies of the 492 posterior P1, N1, and the anterior P2 were faster for the line-drawing trials than for the color 493 photograph trials. Specifically, the results showed that the posterior P1 peak latency was faster for 494 the line-drawing trials than for the color photograph trials when SOA was 40 ms, the posterior N1 495 peak latency was faster for the line-drawing trials than for the color photograph trials when SOA 496 was 27 and 40 ms, and the anterior P2 peak latency was faster for the line-drawing trials than for 497 the color photograph trials when SOA was 13, 27, and 40 ms. Nonetheless, there was a slower P1 498 peak latency and a similar N1 peak latency for the line-drawing trials compared to the color 499 photograph trials when SOA was 13 ms, and a similar P1 peak latency when SOA was 27 ms. 500 Crucially, an increase in the SOA produced an linear increase in the latencies of all the three 501 components for the color photograph trials but not for the line-drawing trials. The absolute 502 increase value of the latency for the color photograph trials tended to rise up as one from the 503 posterior P1 (12.00 ms) to N1 (17.56 ms) or the anterior P2 (16.62 ms). Thus, the results 504 indicated that the shorter SOA was sufficient for extracting usable information from line-505 drawings, whereas more usable information continued to be extracted from color photographs as 506 the SOA increased, which was consistent with the edge-based theory. 507 Moreover, incorrect trials elicited shorter latencies of the posterior N1 and the anterior P2 508 compared to correct trials for color photographs but not for line-drawings, indicating that 509 incorrect categorization of color photographs may arise from insufficient processing time of 510 extracting relevant information from color photographs. Coincidently, the regression results 511 revealed that the accuracy rates for the color photograph trials instead of line-drawing trials could 512 be predicted by the anterior P2 latency, suggesting that a longer anterior P2 latency is related to 513 the higher accuracy rate for color photographs. That is, the results confirmed that sufficient 514 processing time was crucial for extracting useful information from color photographs. This also 515 explains why people performed worse on the color photograph trials than on the line-drawing 516 trials when the processing time was extremely limited, i.e., when the SOA was 13 ms. 517 As there was such a short variable SOA (i.e., 13, 27, and 40 ms) and long-duration mask 518 (100 ms), the ERPs reflected the neural responses to an integrated target-plus-mask signal. Thus, 519 it is possible that the latencies of the early components reflected the processing of the target plus 520 the mask with different onset time. Nevertheless, previous neurophysiologic studies in 521 monkeys, using line segments as stimuli, have demonstrated that backward masking typically 522 does not have significantno effect on the latencies of the early components in early visual areas 523 (see Lamme, Zipser, & Spekreijse, 2002) . Consistently, our results revealed that the latencies of 524 the early components did not change with the SOA for the line-drawings. But we also found that 525 the latencies of the early components gradually increasing with the SOA for the color 526 photographs. As the mask onset time is identical for line-drawings and color photographs, the 527 different latency patterns between the two conditions could not be due to the processing of the 528 mask but the processing of the target image. That is, surface-based information involved in color 529 photographs is not processed simultaneously with edge-based information, which is consistent 530 with the edge-based theory. 531 532 Then, However, why would the edge-based information of the color photographs not be 533 processed in the same way as that of the line-drawings, especially when SOA was 13 ms? There 534 are at least two possible explanations: either because the edge-based information in the color 535 photographs was not present to the same degree in the line-drawings (due to lower contrast for 536 example), or the presence of surface information influenced the processing of edge-based 537 information. The former explanation is consistent with the edge-base theory, while the later one is 538 in favor of an early mechanism for surface detection, which seems inconsistent with the edge-539 based theory. However, it should be noted that the low performance for color photographs than 540 for line-drawings when SOA was 13 ms indicated that this possible early detection of surface 541
properties did not lead to early facilitation effects. That is, although there is possibly an early 542 mechanism for surface detection, surface properties are still less efficient routes for accessing the 543 memorial representation in natural scene categorization, which is consistent with the edge-base 544 theory. 545 Previous studies have shown that the magnocellular (M) pathway (which is sensitive to the 546 luminance contrast) is faster than the parvocellular (P) pathway (which is sensitive to the 547 chromatic contrast and generally less sensitive to the luminance contrast) (Baseler & Sutter, 548 1997). The color photographs contained both luminance and chromatic information, while the 549 line-drawings contained only luminance information; thus, our findings are consistent with the 550 previous findings. Moreover, in Bar's model, it is argued that low spatial frequencies (i.e., the 551 global features of the image) conveyed by the M pathway are perceived earlier than high spatial 552 frequencies (i.e., the fine properties of the image) (Bar, 2003; Schyns, & Oliva, 1994) . This 553 relationship has been supported by a number of studies. For example, it is found that the inferior 554 temporal cortex responded to low spatial frequencies 51 ms earlier than when it received high 555 spatial frequencies (Sugase et al., Yamane, Ueno, & Kawano, 1999) . Low spatial frequency 556 information represents global information about the shape (Bar, 2003) or reveals salient 557 information about the global scene structure (Schyns, & Oliva, 1994) . Although line-drawings are 558 famous for conveying high spatial frequency information while blurry blobs are known to convey 559 lower spatial frequency information, the global structure in the line-drawings produced by trained 560 artists tracing the outlines was more salient than that in the color photographs. Thus, our findings 561 are also partially consistent with Bar's model (Bar, 2003) . 562 Nonetheless, our findings appear to be inconsistent with the finding that color can be 563 perceived earlier than form (Moutoussis & Zeki, 1997) . In this previous study, colors were 564 presented on the right half of the screen and oriented lines on the left half of the screen. Both the 565 colors and lines switched with a square-wave oscillation, and the participants were asked to report 566 what the color was when the bars tilted to the right or left. The perception in their study was 567 conscious. In our study, the stimulus was presented for 13 ms with a variable SOA of 13, 27, 40 568 ms between the image and the mask. Due to the limited processing time, the perception in our 569 study was mainly unconscious subjectively. It has been argued that form or contour processing 570 proceeds faster than surface processing at the unconscious level such as V1 and, by contrast, 571 surface processing proceeds faster than form or contour processing at the conscious level 572 (Breitmeyer & Tapia, 2011 ). Crucially, the early peak latencies that are within 200 ms after the 573 stimulus onset reflect unconscious processing as a precursor to conscious perception and not a 574 separate pathway. In other words, although the contour usually receives priority processing in 575 early scene analysis, this circumstance need not imply that the reaction time is faster for the 576 contours than for color in conscious perception. 577 Surprisingly, although the anterior P2 amplitude was greater for the color photographs than 578 for the line-drawings, the posterior P2 amplitude was larger for the line-drawings than for the 579 color photographs. Enhanced anterior P2 has been found when people attend to a specific color 580 (Hillyard and Münte, 1984) or when only one of several simultaneously presented objects 581 contains the target feature (Luck & Hillyard, 1994) , which indicates that the anterior P2 reflects 582 the detection of a specific feature with feature-based attention (p. 331-332, Luck, 2012) or top-583 down matching processes (Evans & Federmeier, 2007) . Increased posterior P2 has been found 584 when the targets are preceded by non-informative cues rather than valid and invalid cues, which 585 suggests that the posterior P2 reflects relatively late processing of the stimuli in the visual areas 586 Unlike the above components, for both types of images, the effects of N2, P3, and N4 at the 592 frontocentral sites gradually decreased with the SOA, despite the effects being larger for color 593 photographs than for line-drawings. Because the N2 reflects an actively attended mismatch 594 between a stimulus and a mental template while the P3 appears to reflect top-down monitoring by 595 frontal attention mechanisms that are engaged in evaluating incoming stimuli (see Folstein & Van 596 becoming easier with longer SOAs. Moreover, incorrect trials of both types of images elicited 598 greater N2 and smaller N4 effects. The later components varied with SOA and correctness 599 similarly for color photographs and line-drawings, which is in agreement with the prediction that 600 edge-based representation is sufficient for decision making. 601 Finally, we should note that there were some limitations in the present study. First, we did 602 not include grayscale images in the study, and thus, we could not differentiate the roles of color 603 and other surface properties such as brightness and texture in rapid natural scene categorization. 604 Future research should explore this arrangement by comparing the grayscales with color 605 photographs and line-drawings separately. Second, we did not manipulate the luminance contrasts 606 and spatial frequencies of the color photographs and line-drawings in the study. Further studies 607 should investigate this type of scenario by keeping the color photographs and line-drawings at 608 similar luminance contrasts or spatial frequencies. Third, to compare the ERPs elicited by edge-609 based information and surface-based information, we used color masks for color photographs and 610 gray masks for line-drawings. Further research should examine the role of different type of masks 611 in ERPs for color photographs and line-drawings. 612 To summarize, our behavioral and ERP results provide converging evidence that edge-based 613 information receives priority processing and plays a crucial role in natural scene categorization, 614 whereas surface information can help to improve judgment only when the processing duration is 615 sufficient. These results reconcile the apparently contradictory empirical findings and theoretical 616 predictions by the edge-based and surface-based theories and help us to understand the role of 617 edge-based and surface-based information in rapid scene categorization and how the human brain 618 categorizes different visual stimuli in natural scene categorization. 
